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ABSTRACT 
Let A(X) be a manic matrix polynomial. The topological properties (in particular, 
connectedness) of the set of aU right manic divisors of A(A) with the same determi- 
nant are investigated. It turns out that such set of divisors is not connected in general. 
Sufficient conditions (in terms of the elementary divisors of A(X)) for its connected- 
ness are provided. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A(A) =A’Z+ Zi;‘JfAi be a manic matrix polynomial of degree 1, 
where A, are n X n matrices with complex entries, and h is a complex 
parameter. A manic matrix polynomial B(A) = hkZ + $l,‘XiBi is a (right) 
divisor of A(X) if A(X) = C(X)B(A) f or some matrix polynomial C(h). The 
structure of the divisors of a given manic matrix polynomial was studied 
recently in [2, 31 from the viewpoint of spectral analysis. Here we study the 
structure of divisors from the topological point of view. The topology in the 
set Dk of all divisors of A(A) of degree k is introduced in the natural way: 
given B(A) =hkZ+ E~Z~A@i E Dk, the sets {hkZ+Ei,$iCiE DklX~~,‘llCi- 
Bfll <m-l}, ??I= 1,2 ,..., form a complete system of neighborhoods of B(h). 
(Here ]I. II denotes some matrix norm.) Note that unlike the scalar case 
(n = l), the topology in Dk is not discrete in general. For example, put 
*The essence of this work was done while the author was employed by Tel-Aviv University, 
Isra.31. 
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A@)=(; -;c)(; ;), EE@, 
and consequently 
is a continuous family of divisors of A(X) with parameter E E C. 
The first question which arises in the study of the topological structure of 
Dk is that of connectedness: under which conditions two divisors B(X), C(A) E 
Dk are connected, i.e. there exists a continuous family F(X, t) =XkI+ 
Zf;,‘A$( t) E Dk, t E [0, 11, such that F(A, 0) = B(A), F(A, 1) = C(A). It is easily 
seen that the necessary condition for connectedness is that detB(A) = 
detC(A), but in general this condition is not sufficient (see Sec. 4). 
In this paper we describe [in terms of the spectral structure of A(h)] some 
cases when the condition det B(A) = det C(A) is also sufficient to ensure that 
B(A) and C(X) are connected. The main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let A(A) be a manic matrix polynomial such that for every 
zero X, of detA(A) at least one of the following two conditions holds, where 
k 1,“‘, k, are the degrees of the elementary divisors (A-h,)kl,. . . , (A - h,)k of 
A(h) corresponding to X,: 
(i) k, = * . - = k,, 
(ii) rG2. 
Then the right divisors B(X), C(X) E Dk are connected if and only if det B(X) = 
det C(A). 
In the next section an auxiliary result is stated, and Theorem 1 is deduced 
from it. The auxiliary result, which may have independent interest, is proved 
in Sec. 3. The last section contains an example. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULT 
We state here an auxiliary result which will be used to prove Theorem 1. 
We shall need the following definition of an analytic family of subspaces, 
which is different from the usual one (cf. [5]). Let Q be a connected analytic 
manifold, and let A(o) c Ck be a subspace defined for every w E!& The 
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family of subspaces R(w), w EQ, will be called analytic if I= dim A(o) does 
not depend on w EC& R(o,)#A(w,) f or wr # wa, and in a neighborhood U(wa) 
of every point w,EQ there exist analytic vector functions x,(w),. . . ,q(o) E 
Ck, w E U(w,), such that A(w) is the linear span of xi(w), . . . , xl(w) for every 
w E U(q). (The usual definition of an analytic family of subspaces assumes 
that the parameter w varies in a domain in C.) Let us agree that a single 
subspace can be regarded also as an analytic family. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be a Jordan matrix with single eigenvalue &, and sizes 
k,>... > k, of its Jordan blocks. Suppose that at least one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(i) k, = . . . = k,, 
(ii) r < 2. 
Then for every integer s, 1 <s GIE;=~~~, the set QS of all s-dimensionul 
K-invariant subspaces is arcwise connected and contains a dense analytic 
family of subspaces. 
Let us show that Theorem 1 can be deduced from Lemma 2. To this end 
we need the following definitions and result. 
Given manic matrix polynomial A(X) =X'Z+ CiI$tiAj. A pair (X, J), 
where X is an n X nl matrix and J is an nl X nl Jordan matrix, is called a 
canonical pair of A(A) if for some invertible matrix S of size nl X nl, 
X=[z 0 *** 0 Is-’ and J=S[ _\, :]s-~, 
whereE=[-A,, -Aa,..., - A,_ 1]. The matrix J is called the linearization of 
A(A). Its spectrum o(J) coincides with the set of zeros of detA(A), and the 
sizes of Jordan blocks in J with given eigenvalue &, are just the degrees of 
the elementary divisors of A(A) corresponding to A, (see for instance [2]). 
For given subspaces M, N c @*, let 
8(M,N) =max 
where S, (S,) denotes the unit sphere in M (TV), and S(x, U) is the distance 
from x to U. It turns out that &( M, N) is a metric in the set Z of all subspaces 
of @” (see [S]). This metric defines the opening topology in Z (for more 
information about this topology see [l, 6, 4, 81). In the sequel the subspaces 
of Z will be considered as topological spaces with induced topology from Z. 
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We shall use also the following notation: given matrices J and Z of sizes 
(Y x a and p X a respectively, let @z = @z(J) designate the set of all J-in- 
variant subspaces A such that the restriction Z]A of Z (considered as linear 
operator Ca+U’) to A is invertible. In particular, dim A =p for every 
AE@z. 
The next result is found in [4] (see also [2]). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A(X) be a nwnic matrix polynomial with canonical 
pair (XJ). Let 
be an nk X nl matrix. Then the topological space Dk of all divisors of A(h) of 
degree k is homeonwrphic to (P,(J). This homeommphism is described as 
follows: for A E@,(I), the corresponding divisor B(A) E Dk is given by the 
fmukl 
B(A)=XkZ-X(J]A)k(Vi+VaA+... +Vkhk-‘), 
where (V,,V, ,..., V,)=(Z]A)-‘. 
Now we are prepared to deduce Theorem 1 from Lemma 2. Let (X,J) be 
a canonical pair of A(h), and let A,,&, . . . , ?L,,, be all the different eigenvalues 
of J. We can suppose that J=Ji@.Is@~~~ @J, with o(_&)=&, i=l,..., m. 
Let B(A), C(A) E Dk be divisors of A(A) such that detB(A) =det C(h). By 
Proposition 3, B(h) [C(X)] corresponds to the subspace A, [A,] from @z(J), 
where 
But A, =A,,@... @A,, A,=A,,@*.. @A,, where Aie and A,, are 
I,-invariant subspaces of the same dimension [which is equal to the multiplic- 
ity cu, of X, as a zero of det B(X) = det C(X)]. Let Q designate the set of all 
J-invariant subspaces A such that the root subspace of J]A corresponding to 
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?+ has dimension q, i = 1,. . . , r. Clearly, A,,& E Q. By Lemma 2 the 
topological space Q is arcwise connected and contains a dense analytic 
family A(w), w~ti, of subspaces (because Q is a direct product of a finite 
number of such topological spaces). Bearing in mind that Z]A, and 2111, 
are invertible, we obtain from the abovementioned property of Q that there 
exist w,, oc E a and continuous arcs AB( t), A,-(t) E Q n Q,(J), t E [0, 11, such 
that A,(O) = A,, A,(l) = A(ws), A,(l) = A,, A,(O) = A(oc). Further, the set 
&,={~E~[Z]AR( ) w is not invertible} is an analytic set, and since D is 
connected, G\$, is arcwise connected (see for instance [7]). Thus, there 
exists a continuous arc w(t) E Q\9,, t E [0, 11, such that w(O) = w,, w(l) = tic. 
The continuous family of subspaces 
I 
43w =[o,$ 
ii(t)= A(w(3t-1)), t+;], 
A,(3t-2), t+,q, 
has the property that Z 1 h(t) is invertible for t E [0, 11. Let F(A,_t), t E [0, 11, be 
the continuous family of divisors of A(A), corresponding to A(t) under the 
homeomorphism between I& and @x(J) (Proposition 3). Then F(h,O) = B(A), 
F(A, 1) = C(X), and B(X) and C(A) are connected. 
Thus, in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1 we have to prove 
Lemma 2. This will be done in the next section. 
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
Without loss of generality we suppose that K is nilpotent: o( K ) = (0). 
(a) Consider case (ii), i.e. T < 2. If r = 1, there exists only one s-dimen- 
sional K-invariant subspace, and Lemma 2 is trivial. Suppose r=2. Consider 
first the case that s Z k,. Let 
Z 0 
S(E)= 0”’ Is-_k, , 
[ 1 &=(E1,...,Ep)EC~, H(E) 0 
be (k, + kJ X s matrix depending on p = k, + k, - s complex parameters, 
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where Z, is the unit m X m matrix and 
1 
0 . . 0 El E2 -. . Ep 
z+)= 0 -** 0 0 El *** Ep_l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . 0 0 0 *** El 1 
is a p X k, matrix. Let A(E) c @ kl + k2 be the subspace spanned by the columns 
of the matrix S(E). Clearly, A(s), E= (ei,. . .,EJ EC, is an analytic family 
(with a= C”) f -d’ o s imensional K-invariant subspaces. The family R(E) is 
dense in Q,. 
Indeed, it is easily seen that the single s-dimensional K-invariant sub 
space A,, which does not belong to the family R(E) is spanned by columns of 
the matrix 
Z k,--p o o 
0 0 0 
0 0 Is-k, * 
0 ZP O 
Hence A, =limel+oo A(e,,O, . . . ,0), and A(E) is dense in Q,. It is clear also that 
Q, is arcwise connected. 
We have proved case (ii) of Lemma 2 under_the assumption that s >k,. If 
s <lc,, consider the nilpotent Jordan matrix K with blocks of sizes s and 
min(s,b) in place of K, and in this way reduce the proof to the already 
considered case s > k,. 
(b) Consider case (i), i.e. k, = * * * = k, = k. Let M designate the set of all 
ordered sequences m = (m,, %, . . . , mk) of nonnegative integers mi such that 
2 im, = s. 
i=l 
With every m=(m,,..., mk) E M we connect a subset Q,,, of Q, defined as 
follows: A E Qs,, if and only if A E Q, and the Jordan form of the restriction 
K 1 A has exactly m, Jordan blocks of size i, i = 1,. . . , k. Clearly, Q, = 
U mEMQs,m. Note also that zfI,lmi <r for (m, ,..., m&EM. 
Let us show that Qs,, is an analytic family of subspaces for fixed 
m = (m,, . . . , mk)EM. Define subspaces R,={x~@~[Kix=0}, j=O,l,...,$; 
then O=R,cR,c~~* c R, = C” and dim& = jr. Consider the set II,, of 
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all k-ples of subspaces (Hi,. . . , I&), Ifi c I$, such that dimHi =mi and the 
sum $,,zi;~KiHi is direct. It is easily seen that IIs,m is connected. Further, 
II s,m is an analytic manifold, because locally IIs,m coincides with the direct 
product Gml,, X G,,,p,2r X . . . X Cm,,+ where Gp9 designates the Grassman 
manifold of all p-dimensional subspaces in V. On the other hand, Qs,m can 
be parametrized by means of II,, as follows. Take 11~ Qi,,,; let KPwi, 
7;” ,..., i-l, j=l,..., mi, i=l , . . . , k, be a Jordan basis in K 1 A. Then 
i,...,&)EI$,m, where Hi is spanned by the vectors wii, . . . , wi,,,. Put 
A = A((&. . . , Ilk)) to obtain a parametrization of es,,,. Hence es,,, is an 
analytic family of subspaces (with SI = II,,,). 
Let mO=(m,O,... mf) E M be defined by the equalities mz= a, tr$= 1, 
mr?=O for j#k,b, where a=[s/k] and b=s-ak (O<b<k). We now prove 
that the analytic family Q,, ,,,o is dense in Q,, Let A E Qs\ Qs,,o; then A E es,,, 
for some m = (m,, . . . , mk) #m”. Two cases can occur: (a) m/,, mre > 0 for some 
is <ii <k; (b) mjo > 1 for some i. <k. Suppose first that case (a) holds. Let 
KPWii, p=o ,..., i-l, i=l,..., m,, i=l,..., k, (1) 
be a Jordan basis in K 1 A. Since k, = * * * = k,, there exists a vector z E Ril + i 
such that Kil-iz+‘z= wip,r. Replacing the vectors KPwj,,i in (1) by KP( wi,,i + 
ez), p=O,l,..., ii - ia, where E is a complex parameter, we obtain a new 
system of vectors which are linearly independent for small 1~1 and span a 
subspace A’ E Qs. For IE~# 0 small, the subspace A’ belongs to es,,,, where 
m’ = (m;, . . . ) rni) EM is defined by the following equalities: 
m;l+l=mj‘+l +1, m;l=mi,-l, m;Z=mi,-l, m;*_l=m,p_,+l, 
and m; = mr for j #jr + 1, ji, is, is - 1. If case (b) holds, we can apply the same 
procedure for w,,i and w. a. Thus, in every neighborhood of A E Qs,, there 
exists A’ E es,,,,. If m’ #rr?, apply the same argument once more, and so on. 
Eventually, after a finite number of steps, we shall find Ae E Qs,m~ in every 
neighborhood of A. So es,,,0 is dense in Qs, and the construction above 
shows also that Qs is arcwise connected. 
Lemma 2 is proved completely. 
4. EXAMPLE 
In this section we shall give an example showing that the condition 
det B(X) = det C(X) is not sufficient to ensure the connection between the 
divisors B(A) and C(A) of the monk matrix polynomial A(A). 
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L 
10001000 
*=o 0 0 10 0 0 0 
00100010 
00000111 1 
and 
I-[ a i #3[; $BOG31@-1 
be matrices of sizes 4 X 8 and 8 X8 respectively. It is easily seen that 8 X8 
matrix X 
I 1 is invertible, so there exists a 4x4 monk matrix polynomial 
A(h) withzanonical pair (XJ) (see [2]): 
A(h) = X2Z - XJ”( V, + V,A), 
where 
[V1&]= ;E: -l [ 1 
Note that detA(A) =A8(A + l)(A - 1). 
Let 9, and 9, be 4-dimensional l-invariant subspaces spanned by 
vectors 
(0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o)=, (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 o)=, 
(0 0 0 0 0 1 0 O)=, (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 O)T 
and 
(1 0 0 0 0 0 0 oy, (0 1 0 1 0 0 0 oy, 
(0 0 1 0 1 0 0 oy, (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 oy 
respectively. Then 
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as operators written in the matrix form with respect to the bases in 9, and 
?I/, written above. Since X ( \k, and X ( +a are invertible, there exist divisors 
B(A)=Az-XI\k,.JI\k,.(X1?lll)-’ and C(h)=XI-XI\E,.~I\k,.(X(\k,)-’ cor- 
responding to qk, and *a respectively (see [2]). Clearly, det B(X) = det C(h) = 
A3(A- 1). We show that B(h) and C(A) are not connected. Let Q be the 
(connected) set of all 4-dimensional J-invariant subspaces A such that the 
root subspace of J 1 A corresponding to 0 (1) is three-dimensional (one-dimen- 
sional). Denote Qr = {A E Q ((J ( A)” = 0} and Qa= Q \ Qr; then \ki E Qi, i = 
1,2. Suppose that B(X) and C(X) are connected. Then from Proposition 3 and 
the closene_ of Qr there follows the existence of a J-invariant subspace 
&E Qr n Q2 with invertible X I&,. Since every subspace from Q2 contains 
vectors fr=(l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)r and f2= (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 O)r, the same is 
true for A,, :fi,f2 E A,,. Clearly Aa contains also the eigenvector f4 = (0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0)r corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. Further, dim{r E A,#x=O} =2 
(otherwise Ac, would contain 5 linearly independent vectors), so we can 
choose the vector f3, which spans together with fi the subspace {x E A,# = 
0}, in the form f3= (0 0 0 q 0 e2 0 0)r where E~,E~EQ: and ]er] + ]e2] >O. 
Since fi, f2, f3, f4 are linearly independent, A, is spanned by them. Now 
1 0 0 0 
X]A,= 
0 0 &r 0 
1 I 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 &a 1 
with respect to the basis fi, f2, f3. f4 in A,, a contradiction with the invertibil- 
ity of X(A, 
Thus B(h) and C(X) are not connected. 
I wish to express my gratitude to Professor 1. Gohberg for useful discus- 
sions and continuous interest in this work. 
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